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Ready on the left—Ready on the Right—All ready on the firing line—WATCH YOUR TARGETS !

1 February 2011

- GENERAL JOHN "BLACKJACK" PERSHING U.S. ARMY, COMMANDER OF AMERICAN FORCES IN WORLD WAR I

After countless hours of films, lectures, demonstrations and “snapping in”, who remembers their first smell of burnt powder when finally
allowed to pop caps ? Anyone who denies that it was an exhilarating life-experience is either senile or brain dead from age. The true meaning of
existence was taught to the Marine recruit at Camp Matthews. Most of the men who left Matthews in the ‘50’s for a return to MCRD, San Diego,
had been instilled with all they needed to know about their immediate mission in life. They were to wield the M-1 Rifle as one of the best trained
riflemen in the world. When they eventually got to Camp Pendleton they were greeted with a billboard at the main gate which announced:

“The most important man in the Corps is trained here….the Marine with his rifle”

Marine Rifle Range, La Jolla 1918

Camp Matthews came into existence as Marine Rifle Range, La Jolla. Established in the later part of
1918 for training purposes, the initial work consisted of the first eight targets of "A" range which theMarines built themselves with pick and shovel. But very little was done in the way of expansion until 1925
when five more targets were added. The camp's first buildings were added in 1927 for headquarters buildings and the following year the first detachment barracks were built. Following this construction there was
a lull until just prior to World War II. With the war, Marine Rifle Range, La Jolla, would undergo a name
(Continued on page 2)
change.

Marine Rifle Range -

(Continued from page 1)

Camp Matthews
Up to World War II the camp had no name and was
known simply as the Marine Rifle Range, La Jolla, and
fell under the command of Marine Corps Base, San Diego. The camp was officially designated Camp Matthews
on March 23, 1942 in honor of Lieutenant Colonel (later
Brigadier General) Calvin B. Matthews, USMC., a distinguished Marine marksman of the 1930s period.
Camp Matthews continued to serve as the firing
range for the Marines with a permanent garrison of 700
men. In March 1942, a new administrative building was
ready for occupancy, along with a large mess hall, a post
office, swimming pool and outdoor theater.
Marine Corps recruitment following Pearl Harbor so
taxed the ranges limited facilities, that some 5,000 Marines who enlisted shortly after Pearl Harbor, had to be
rushed to an Army camp at San Luis Obispo for their
weapons training. During the peak of the war as many as
9,000 men were rushed through the range every three
weeks. The rifle range was also used by Marine Aviation
units, as well as Army and Navy units.
Camp Matthews continued to function through the
Korean War and into the 1960s. In May 1963 it was necessary for the Marines to discontinue using one of their
65 target ranges because of civilian encroachment and
consequent safety hazards. Finally it was decided to relocate Camp Matthews and the Marine Corps Recruit
Depot's weapons training to Camp Pendleton.
Closing ceremonies occurred at Camp Matthews on
21 August 1964 and 46 years of Marine training at that
portion of the San Diego Marine Base came to an end.

No longer “skinheads” but not yet full – fledged Marine
Riflemen, Marine recruits wearing padded shooting jackets
file into their tents after evening chow to clean weapons
and prepare for an evening of exciting WW II Army training
films at Camp Matthews outdoor movie theater

Senile geezer Editor In Chief & BS Apprentice HU Campbell
demonstrated the classic SNAFU syndrome in the January issue of
Reflections when he labeled a photograph in Major Bob Farmer’s
memoir. Bob informs the offending geezer that the man on his left
is NOT Ralph Hawks. He doesn’t remember who he is. IS ANYONE ABLE TO REDEEM THIS GEEZER WITH A NAME FOR
THE MARINE ? Please! (Not sorry…….just embarrassed)
HU
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CALVIN BRUCE MATTHEWS

Camp Calvin B. Matthews or Marine Corps Rifle Range
Camp Matthews or Marine Corps Rifle Range, La Jolla
(prior to World War II) or more simply Camp Matthews was a
United States Marine Corps military base from 1917 until 1964,
when the base was decommissioned and transferred to the University of California to be part of the new University of California, San Diego campus. Over a million Marine recruits as well
as other shooters (such as Marines stationed at Miramar) received their marksmanship training at this military base.
Camp Matthews was located in La Jolla, San Diego,
California. The base's eastern boundary was present-day
Regents Road. Its northern boundary was present-day
Voigt Drive (formerly Old Miramar Road) and Matthews
Lane and extended westward to Gilman Drive (formerly
Coast Highway), which was its western boundary. The
base’s southern boundary was near present-day La Jolla
Village Drive and a "panhandle" extended southward
along what is today Interstate 5 and extended past present-day Nobel Drive. United States Army base Camp Callan was to the west of Camp Matthews. The Marine base
at Miramar was about 3 miles east of Camp Matthews.
Early years
The Marine Corps leased 363 acres of land from the
City of San Diego in 1917 for use as a marksmanship
training facility for Marine recruits being trained at Marine Corps Recruit Depot San Diego. However, a permanent detachment of Marines was not stationed at this
base until 1923. It was first used as a rifle range in late
1918. The Marines built the first eight targets of "A" range
themselves with picks and shovels. In 1925 five more targets were added. The first headquarters buildings were
built in 1927 and the first detachment barracks were
built in 1928. During the 1930s and 1940s, more buildings and barracks were constructed as well more firing
ranges. During these years, the base had no official name
but was called Marine Rifle Range, La Jolla. In 1937, the
U.S. government terminated the lease and acquired
544 acres in fee from the City of San Diego. This acquisition consisted of the formerly leased area as well as additional land to the east. The government also leased an
additional 29.75 acres from the City of San Diego. This
newly leased area was in the northeastern corner of the
base. The total area of the base was then 573.75 acres.
Except for a few ranch houses, all of the area acquired
was undeveloped at the time of acquisition.
World War II and the Korean War Years
After the attack on Pearl Harbor and the entry of the
United States into World War II, the base was busier than
ever. At the peak of the base's activity in 1944, it put
9,000 recruits through marksmanship training every 3
weeks. Marine recruits marched north from MCRD, completed their marksmanship training and left the camp.
This was because MCRD was never suitable for marksmanship training. During this year, the base had 700 permanent personnel stationed there. However, by the mid1950s only 120 Marines were stationed at Camp Matthews. During World War II and the Korean War, more
administrative buildings as well as street and utility systems were built.

In 1942, the base was officially named Camp Calvin
B. Matthews. It was named after Brigadier General Calvin B. Matthews a famous Marine marksman of the
1930s. The naming officially took place on March 23,
1942.
Closing and Transfer
As the city of La Jolla expanded after World War II,
local people became more and more concerned over the
close proximity of a military rifle range facility in their
neighborhood. The La Jolla Town Council began trying to
get the United States Navy to close Camp Matthews in
1956 but the Navy resisted. In 1959, Congressman Bob
Wilson introduced a bill in Congress that would transfer
Camp Matthews to the University of California for the
planned San Diego campus. In 1962, Camp Matthews
was determined to be surplus by the Marine Corps. In
May 1963, one of the 65 target ranges could no longer be
used because of the safety hazard it posed to the encroaching civilian population. The base finally closed in
1964, the same year the first undergraduate class entered Revelle College, UCSD's first undergraduate college.
Closing ceremonies took place on August 21, 1964 but
the base was not officially closed until October 6, 1964. A
monument to the camp was unveiled at this ceremony.

Dedication of monument to Camp Matthews August 21, 1964 by
University of California, San Diego

Major General B. A. Hochmuth, the Commanding General of MCRD at the time, fired the ceremonial "last
rounds" before the camp closed.
The Navy conveyed titles and interest in 544 acres
and improvements to the Regents of the University of
California on September 23 of that year. The lease on the
29.75 acres with the City of San Diego was terminated in
that year as well. The University of California began developing the base property for use as a campus in 1965.
After Camp Matthews closed, Marine marksmanship
training was conducted further north at Edson Range in
Camp Pendleton and continues to be conducted there up
to the present day.
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(Continued from page 3)
Facilities
Camp Matthews contained at least fifteen different
shooting ranges as well as various buildings and other
infrastructure during its existence. The shooting facilities included:





6 rifle ranges






3 small bore ranges

1 pistol range
1 mortar/flame thrower/hand
bazooka range (Range H)

grenade

court/

1 skeet range
3 school ranges (non-shooting practice ranges)

The base had a number of buildings as well. It had 7
barracks, approximately 270 tents, administration buildings, quartermaster storerooms, magazines, an armory,
maintenance shops, a dispensary, a service station, and
a main post exchange. Only a few of the original Marine
Corps buildings still exist. They are primarily located
along Myers Drive in the central part of the present-day
campus and were used for administrative buildings, the
campus bookstore, as well as other uses over the years.
This central location of the UCSD campus was called the
Matthews Campus but is now called the University Center and Sixth College. A few locations on campus are
named after Camp Matthews. They include Matthews
Lane (which is part of the northern boundary of the former base) and Matthews Quad, an area in the center of
the UCSD campus bound by Myers Drive, Lyman Walk,
Russell Lane, and Rupertus Way. The original flagpole
from the base still stands on a grass island in the middle
of Myers Drive. A monument commemorating the former
base stands there as well as a fountain designed by Michael Asher which is part of the Stuart Collection. The
rear entrance sentry booth still stands in a UCSD parking lot. Drawings and graffiti left by Marine recruits still
decorate the interior of the sentry booth and are now
protected by plexiglas. Another surviving Camp Matthews building is the Ché Café.
Current land use
The area Camp Matthews used to occupy has been
divided-up for various uses. During the 1960s, UCSD
disposed of former Camp Matthews land in the following
way:
84.7 acres went to the California Department of
Transportation for the construction of the San Diego
Freeway (Interstate 5).

26 acres were conveyed the Veterans Administration
for the construction of the VA San Diego Medical Center.
Approximately 39 acres were transferred to private parties for commercial and residential development. This
land included areas now occupied by the La Jolla Village
Square shopping center and the Mormon temple across
Interstate 5 from it and also the Sheraton La Jolla Hotel.
The rest of the land currently belongs to UCSD and
much of the current campus is built on this land. The
29.75 acres that the City of San Diego previously leased
to the military are now leased to UCSD.
Safety and environmental effects
During the decommissioning of the camp, the government decontaminated Range H, the grenade/mortar/
bazooka range, which was located in a ravine in the
“panhandle” area of the base near the present-day I-5. In
the early 1960s, a mining company salvaged lead and
brass from the Camp Matthews ranges. However, over
the years ammunition and even rockets from the former
base have turned up during construction on the site. In
April 1999, approximately 200 3.5-inch (89 mm) practice
rockets were discovered in a hillside immediately below
the Radisson Hotel La Jolla (which is currently the Sheraton Hotel La Jolla ). This area is 1,000 feet from the
Range H area of the former base and is now on the east
side of I-5. They were found due to a parking lot expansion project involving the removal of part of a hillside
(this hillside is now landscaped). There was no charge in
and of the rockets and all the propellant was gone. The
hotel hired a private company to survey the area for
more ordnance with metal detectors but found none. In
February 2003, approximately 40 practice rockets were
found at two construction sites on the former base. One
3.5-inch (89 mm) rocket was found in the medical complex area of the campus during this year. In 2005, during the construction of student housing units, the following was found: 14 inert rockets (8 2.3–inch M7 series
practice rockets and 6 3.5-inch (89 mm) M29 series
practice rockets), fragments from 60 mm mortars, M9
rifle grenades, Mk II hand grenades, and 3.5-inch (89
mm) M29 series practice rockets. Small arms projectiles
(.30-caliber and .45-caliber) have been found north of the
UCSD Thornton Hospital complex. They were corroded
and missing their outer coverings. They were possibly
WWI or WWII era munitions.
Over the years, the government has investigated the
former Camp Matthews site due to concern over the previous use of the base. The first government inspection of
the site took place in 1988 due to an inquiry from a construction contractor regarding the likelihood of finding
ordnance and explosives during construction on a site on
a part of the former base east of I-5. The next inspection
took place in 1999 when the Defense Environmental Restoration Program – Formerly Used Defense Sites conducted an Inventory Project Report on the site. Since
then, more investigations have occurred in the 2000s.
The most recent investigations indicate that high levels
of lead and arsenic (as well as other potentially harmful
chemicals) are found in the soil and a Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study should be conducted.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Historical data for Camp Matthews in this edition
of Reflections has been derived shamelessly from material found at
the California Military Historical Museum, Press Releases from the
UC, San Diego, the wonderful blog of the elusive Rambling Bob and
the Day Museum at MCRD San Diego, among other sources.
Semper Fidelis HU
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- THANKS TO CAPTAIN GENE BREEZE USMC (RET) -

MATTHEWS, CALVIN BRUCE
BRIG GEN USMC
BURIED AT: SECTION 6 SITE 8461
ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETERY
PAY YOUR RESPECTS DURING REUNION IN AUGUST

Lou Mayers Photo—1957 or 1958

AND TO THE LAST MAN, THEY ALL SAID...YUMMY #1 !....GET SOME ! …..GUNG-HO!
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- Winston Churchill -

Most of Rambling Bob’s experiences at Camp Matthews in 1956 so closely mirror those of several of us from a couple of years
earlier that we suspect he may be reading our mail (or our aging minds).

Boot Rifle Training at
Camp Mathews
By Rambling Bob

This article is from the blog of Rambling Bob. We tried to contact
him but failed in the attempt. Highlight and click the hyperlink on
this page will give you access to a flood of comments from Marines
who commented on his blog about Camp Matthews. Go there and
Have a feast. Semper Fi, Rambling Bob !!……..

http://ramblingbob.wordpress.com/2007/02/07/boot-rifle-tranning-at-camp-mathews/

Thanks for the memories.

I subscribe to a weekly newsletter called Sgt. Grunt. It is published weekly on Fridays by a one of us Marines who never quit being
a Marine after we quit wearing the uniform. It has a store site where
you can purchase Marine related items, but mostly it consists of short
letters, remembrances and salutes to us marines active and inactive.
You have probably figured I’m a old bird by now, but some of
these letters really remind me just how old I’m getting to be. For
instance recently there has been a spate of entries regarding the old
boot rifle training camp at Camp Mathews. This camp no longer exists as one of the letters noted last Friday. The old Marine stated his
platoon was the last to do rifle there in 1964. This was where the
recruits at the San Deigo Recruit Depot got their live fire training. I
did my rifle training in nineteen-fifty-six. Camp Mathews was located north of San Deigo in what is Layhola now. It sat just off old highway 101 on the east side of the road. It was a series of rolling hills
and gullys, with the rifle ranges located in the lowest valleys.
We were bussed up to Mathews in old grey Navy buses, with our
rifles and duffel bags. We lived out of the duffel bags for the whole
duration of the time spent there. I disremember if it was four or six
weeks, but it was a pain in the a$$. We were quartered in row after
row of eight man squad tents. These were erected over a plywood
floor with a outside frame of two by fours, with the heavy five inch
octagon pole in the middle supporting the whole thing. If you ever
saw the TV series MASH that was what our living quarters looked
like. Except we did not have the mesh siding like they did. On hot
days we could with permission roll the sides up (seldom given). At
night they were rolled down and secured it was almost not worth the
trouble to roll the sides up. We had eight canvas army cots in each
tent around the outside edge. Each day was started with the cleaning
and police our tents and entire area with the walks swept and the dirt
Lawn raked.
In boot camp we had no first name unless there was someone else
with the same last name then a initial was used. In our platoon we
had two sets of brothers and a set of cousins. They were known a big
Decker and little Decker, Plugh 1 and Plugh 2 and Riley 1 and Riley
2. But I deviate from my story, one night we had turned in with lights
out, now after lights out there was no talking allowed. One guy
named Robert Washington chimed out with goodnight Bob seven
times. One other asked what the hell you doing? He replied I just
thought all of us in this tent is named Robert, a thought that had escaped us all. About that time the drill instructor stuck his head into
the tent and blared “Bob up and kiss my A$$, And give me fifty
pushup’s”. This was September and early November, hardly more
than a mile off the ocean. It was hot in the days but bitterly cold and
often foggy at night. We had these old cots with the thin canvas bottom two sheets replaced weekly and the two thin wool blankets we had brought with us. It got cold at night. Each tent had a
kerosene heater in it which when we were allowed to light them were
useless in these tents and most of the time they would not ignite and
when they did gave off a vile fume that was sicking. We burned by

day and froze by night but they were making tough Marines out of us
kids.
let’s talk about the fun and games all day every day was spent
learning how to aim and fire the weapon. Hours and hours of snapping in, practicing aiming and squeezing the trigger. then exercises
to strengthening the arm mussels which left you arms so exhausted
you could not hold the rifle steady. March or run from one site to the
other and if the DI was pi$$ed maybe you duck-walked with your
rifle over your head. Seems like we did a lot of duck-walking, every
so often we fell out with our duffel bags on our shoulders and duckwalked up and down some crappy hill. We had one poor black guy
who had been in the Marine Corps Reserve. He had his full issue of
clothing winter greens, summer khakis and being from Chicago even
the heavy wool overcoat. His bag weighed way more than the rest of
us. The DI gave him no breaks, sweat would pour off his head and
soak his clothes. I do not know how he survived it.
On Sundays all through boot camp you could attend church service on base in formation. We were allowed to purchase a certain
number of Sunday newspapers for a few short hours on Sunday
morning this was the only contact we had with the out side world
other than our letters from home. Sunday was grab a$$ day, we
would be marched off to some remote area and usually be pitted
against another platoon in some form of rough game. Usually shirts
against skins, in some contest which usually consisted of us all jumping into a pit and trying to eject the other side out by force. Of course
your DI was not happy if your platoon lost. The one I hated the most
had a huge six foot diameter ball we had to try to push past a goal
line. I was run over by the ball and trampled under foot more than
once and once used as a battering ram. At that time I was six foot tall
and weighed one-hundred-eighteen pounds, just a long stick.
We finally fired for qualification and this phase of training was
over and we were to return to the depot in San Deigo. the rumor was
we were going to hike back so I convinced the guys we needed to fill
our canteens. We never kept water in them for some reason, but
many followed my lead. We lucked out and were bussed back to
base. About half way the radiator on the buss we were riding in overheated. After pulling to the side of the road and watching the rest of
the convoy fade into the distance we asked the young driver if they
carried jerry cans of water and he said no. We were standing around
scratching our a–es and heads. I stepped up and handed the driver
my canteen and said use this. He laughed at me and said that ain’t
enough. To which I replied well there is thirty of us. So there we
stood along side highway 101 with a line if young Marine Boots
handing a navy pog our canteens and we made it back to base thirty
minutes late. Of course the Di blamed us for being late.
Well those days are long gone and so is Camp Mathews. Tucked
into the memory of a old Marine Boot.
Got to rambel now
ramblingbob
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Although it has been years since I have read
a book of fiction there was a time when historical novels and Tarzan fables occupied a considerable amount of my leisure. After viewing an
old movie recently I remembered reading Kenneth Roberts Northwest Passage. An adventure
tale with a great deal of historical accuracy,
Northwest Passage tells the tale of Roger’s
Rangers, a colonial force that fought with the
British during the French and Indian Wars.
Robert’s Rangers were a highly motivated band
of colonial era warrior types. They brought to
my mind many of the admonitions that were delivered to members of the First Marine Division
Reconnaissance Company in the 1950’s.
Rogers promoted his own abbreviated set of
rules (much like Sun Tzu’s The Art Of War)
which he expected every faithful Ranger to heed.
Robert Roger’s 28 Rules for Ranging
At one point in the story these rules are explained to a new recruit by a veteran Ranger.
Today, U. S. Army rangers are issued a
pocket card with an updated version of Roger’s
rules thereon. One astute observer has recently
said that the Rules have relevance for young Marines walking the back streets of Afghanistan or
Iraq. Here we present an abbreviated version
of Rogers Rules for Ranging.

1. Don't forget nothing.
2. Have your musket clean as a whistle, hatchet scoured, sixty
rounds powder and ball, and be ready to march at a
minute's warning.
3. When you're on the march, act the way you would if you was
sneaking up on a deer. See the enemy first.
4. Tell the truth about what you see and what you do. There is
an army depending on us for correct information. You can
lie all you please when you tell other folks about the Rangers, but don't never lie to a Ranger or officer.
5. Don't never take a chance you don't have to.
6. When we're on the march we march single file, far enough
apart so one shot can't go through two men.
7. If we strike swamps, or soft ground, we spread out abreast, so
it's hard to track us.
8. When we march, we keep moving till dark, so as to give the
enemy the least possible chance at us.
9. When we camp, half the party stays awake while the other half
sleeps.
10. If we take prisoners, we keep 'em separate till we have had
time to examine them, so they can't cook up a story between 'em.
11. Don't ever march home the same way. Take a different route
so you won't be ambushed.
12. No matter whether we travel in big parties or little ones, each
party has to keep a scout 20 yards ahead, 20 yards on each
flank, and 20 yards in the rear so the main body can't be
surprised and wiped out.
13. Every night you'll be told where to meet if surrounded by a
superior force.
14. Don't sit down to eat without posting sentries.
15. Don't sleep beyond dawn. Dawn's when the French and
Indians attack.
16. Don't cross a river by a regular ford.
17. If somebody's trailing you, make a circle, come back onto
your own tracks, and ambush the folks that aim to ambush
you.
18. Don't stand up when the enemy's coming against you. Kneel
down, lie down, hide behind a tree.
19. Let the enemy come till he's almost close enough to touch,
then let him have it and jump out and finish him up with
your hatchet.
[Sage advice for any age!…………..if you were not issued hatchet….use
your entrenching tool………. you did sharpen it, didn’t you ?……….or
your K-Bar……. Adapt….Overcome….Improvise as “Ranger” McCain so
often admonished…………..HU]

“Now I recall the Recon Marines ragged,
filthy cammie shirted young men in green
paint who move silent like the fog with
deadly purpose in their eyes.
Swift, Silent, Deadly….. I smile.”
Gunnery Sergeant Correll, USMC, Retired
Recon Marine
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UCSD Libraries' Exhibit
"From Riflemen to Freshmen"
Showcases San Diego's Military
History Before Founding of UC
San Diego
(From a UC San Diego press release)
Before freshmen roamed the University of California,
San Diego campus, the university's 1,200 acres of pristine
coastal woodland, were populated by riflemen and other
soldiers in-training who honed their marksmanship skills
at the rifle, pistol, skeet and other ranges at the military
bases that predated the university's founding in 1960.
In anticipation of UC San Diego's 50th anniversary
celebration in 2010-11, UCSD's Mandeville Special Collections Library is holding the first of several exhibits showcasing historic photographs, documents, and other materials from the UCSD Archives. The "From Riflemen to Freshmen" exhibit documents the military activities, personnel,
and facilities on portions of the property before it was
transformed into the University of California's sixth general
campus. The exhibit, which includes historic photographs
of marine barracks, military training exercises, and military personnel, is on display adjacent to the Mandeville
Special Collections Library on the second floor of Geisel
Library through Feb. 18, 2010.
Highlights from the exhibit include: a photo of First
Lieutenant Calvin B. Matthews (who Camp Matthews was
named for); Quonset huts (later repurposed as Warren College offices and classrooms); military trainees following a
punishing natural obstacle course at Camp Callan; and
crew operating an antiaircraft machine gun, firing at airplane targets. While women were largely absent from daily
life at the military bases, the exhibit does include one photo of a huddle of nurses, WACS, and Red Cross workers

posing on the beach at Camp Callan. Also included in the
exhibit, courtesy of the Marine Corps Recruit Depot Command Museum, are a number of historic artifacts from the
military training that took place at Camp Matthews, including a shooting jacket, a first aid pouch, an M1 helmet,
an M-1903 Springfield.30 rifle, and a rifle scorecard. Materials were also contributed by Judy P. Schulman.
Camp Matthews (U.S. Marine Corps), Camp Callan
(U.S. Army), and Camp Elliot (U.S. Marine Corps, then later the U.S. Navy), had thousands of military personnel
training on what is today the UC San Diego campus. From
1917 to 1964, Camp Matthews—bounded on the east by
what is now Regents Road, the north by Voigt Drive, and
the south by present-day La Jolla Village Drive— served as
a Marine rifle training camp for more than 1 million Marine
recruits and shooters. The U.S. Army base's Camp Callan,
located to the west of Camp Matthews on the Torrey Pines

A Marine should be sworn to the
patient endurance of hardships,
like the ancient knights;
and it is not the least of these
necessary hardships
to have served with sailors.
- Field Marshal Bernard Montgomery -

It should be apparent to all that the Field Marshal was never honored to serve
with a Marine Recon Navy Corpsman.
(Sir!..the corporal also speaks in jest,...Sir!)

HU

Mesa, served as an anti-aircraft artillery replacement
training center during WWII (1941-1945). From 1940 to
1946, marines were also trained for combat during WWII
at Camp Elliot, located to the northeast of the campus.
The property was decommissioned in 1946 and was then
taken over by the U.S. Navy, which continued to use the
base for military training until 1961. Today, portions of
Camp Elliot are occupied by the UCSD Animal Care Program.A transition ceremony to honor the U.S. Marine
Corps transfer of Camp Matthews to the University of
California occurred in 1964. At the ceremony, a monument to Camp Matthews was unveiled adjacent to the
main campus flagpole in what is now known as the University Center area of campus. One of the Marine Corps'
greatest proponents of rifle marksmanship, Major General B. A. Hochmuth, the commanding general of the
San Diego Marine Corps Recruit Depot at the time, fired
the ceremonial "last rounds" marking the closing of
Camp Matthews. He was joined by 49 other shooters,
most of whom were retired Marines who had earned
their place in Marine Corps history as outstanding
marksmen.
The UC San Diego Libraries, ranked among the top
25 public academic research libraries in the nation, play
an integral role in advancing and supporting the university's research, teaching, patient care, and public service
missions. The nine libraries that comprise the UCSD
Library system provide access to more than 7 million
digital and print volumes, journals, and multimedia materials to meet the knowledge demands of scholars, students, and members of the public. Each day, more than
7,300 people stream through one of the university's nine
libraries. The Libraries' vast resources and services are
accessed more than 87,500 times each day via the UCSD
Libraries' Web site.
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- MY RIFLE THE CREED OF A UNITED STATES MARINE
1. THIS IS MY RIFLE. THERE ARE MANY LIKE IT, BUT THIS ONE IS MINE.
2. MY RIFLE IS MY BEST FRIEND. IT IS MY LIFE. I MUST MASTER IT AS I MUST MASTER MY
LIFE.
3. MY RIFLE, WITHOUT ME, IS USELESS. WITHOUT MY RIFLE, I AM USELESS. I MUST FIRE MY
RIFLE TRUE. I MUST SHOOT STRAIGHTER THAN MY ENEMY WHO IS TRYING TO KILL ME. I
MUST SHOOT HIM BEFORE HE SHOOTS ME. I WILL …
4. MY RIFLE AND MYSELF KNOW THAT WHAT COUNTS IN THIS WAR IS NOT THE ROUNDS WE
FIRE, THE NOISE OF OUR BURST, NOR THE SMOKE WE MAKE. WE KNOW THAT IT IS THE HITS
THAT COUNT. WE WILL HIT….
5. MY RIFLE IS HUMAN, EVEN AS I, BECAUSE IT IS MY LIFE. THUS, I WILL LEARN IT AS A
BROTHER. I WILL LEARN ITS WEAKNESSES, ITS STRENGTH, ITS PARTS, ITS ACCESSORIES,
ITS SIGHTS AND ITS BARREL. I WILL EVER GUARD IT AGAINST THE RAVAGES OF WEATHER
AND DAMAGE AS I WILL EVER GUARD MY LEGS, MY ARMS, MY EYES AND MY HEART
AGAINST DAMAGE. I WILL KEEP MY RIFLE CLEAN AND READY. WE WILL BECOME PART OF
EACH OTHER. WE WILL ….
6. BEFORE GOD, I SWEAR THIS CREED. MY RIFLE AND MYSELF ARE THE DEFENDERS OF MY
COUNTRY. WE ARE THE MASTERS OF OUR ENEMY. WE ARE THE SAVIORS OF MY LIFE.
7. SO BE IT, UNTIL VICTORY IS AMERICA’S AND THERE IS NO ENEMY, BUT PEACE!!

This creed, accredited to Major General William H. Rupertus, USMC (Deceased) and still taught to Marines undergoing Basic Training at the Recruit
Depots at San Diego and Parris Island, was first published in the San Diego Marine Corps Chevron March 14, 1942.

HISTORY OF THE CREED:
In a conversation which took place sometime early in 1942 between BGen William H. Rupertus, USMC, Commanding General,
Marine Corps Base, San Diego, and Capt Robert P. White, USMCR, Public Relations Officer of the base, the general stated that
his men must be made to understand “that the only weapon which stands between them and Death is the rifle…they must understand that their rifle is their life…it must become a creed with them.” Whereupon Capt White suggested that the general write an
editorial to that effect with the tentative title of “My Rifle is My Life.” The general, who had won the Distinguished Marksmanship
Badge as a second lieutenant in 1915, liked the title but disagreed with the idea of an editorial which he considered would sound
like a sermon. Instead, he felt that the rifle creed should be “something so deep, a conviction so great, a faith so lasting that no one
should have to be preached to about it.”
The very next morning, the general appeared in the captain’s office with a “random scrap of paper” on which were penciled the
notes which have since become the rifle creed. Capt White’s part in the final production of the creed is best expressed in his own
words: “All I did was to translate it, type it, suggest a few different word usages and add a line here and there to complete the General’s thought. My job was that of an editor; and no editor could have bettered the General’s piece in that particular.”
Source” Reference Branch
Marine Corps History Division
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CMDR. WILLIAM J. LEDERER, USN

BODFISH FOREVER

During the breakout from the freezing Changjin
[Chosin] Reservoir area in Korea, the Marines were in a
mountainous terrain totally devoid of airstrips. They
knew that if the badly wounded didn't get air evacuation, they might not get out at all. Military experts were
pessimistic. They perhaps didn't recognize that all Marine aviators, enlisted and officers alike, in tactical units
must qualify in carrier-deck landings.
The Leathernecks found a small piece of stony
ground about the size of a couple of tennis courts. "If we
can land on a flattop, we can land, on that," they decided.
A carrier flight-officer got down there with his flags
and wigwagged the Marine planes to their landings.
They crammed as many as ten wounded men into a torpedo bomber. The plane's wings were held until the
props had revved up, and then released for high-speed
take-off, carrying the wounded to safety.
A newspaperman said that it was a heroic performance.
“Nuts!" said a Marine. "It was routine. The only guy
who really was on the ball was O'Malley. He flew in eight
five-gallon gasoline cans in the back of his plane."
"You needed gas on the march?"
"And how! That was the best drinking gasoline we
ever tasted."

Hundreds upon hundreds of dry trigger pulls… windage….elevation…...battle
sights…..triangulation…...snap,
snap, snap. Boredom….as we all strained at the bit to shoot.

[Ten Reflection Kudu’s to Commander Lederer]

“Maggie’s drawers”

Remember the refreshing vacations at Matthews while
“pulling butts” ? - half of each day during live firing at Matthews was spent raising, lowering and pasting markers on
targets while others fired. After each round of firing a rousing cheer was heard as the red flag “Maggie’s drawers” was
waved to notify shooters of shots that had missed the target.

DISCLAIMER

H. Campbell Photo -1957

Uncomfortably cold and wet behind the ears George
“Robin” Cunningham (right) and HU Campbell drying off
in the sunshine after the “Long - Long qualifying Swim….
(Thanks to last - mile encouragement from swimming Instructor Ron Stuart, S-2Art.)

Fine Print Follows
Any distinctions made regarding truthfulness or the lack thereof in this publication are made at the risk of the distinctor and are
not the responsibility of the distinctee who caused the distinction to be brought into question. Likewise, all photographs are
to be considered as images only. No reality is either claimed directly or implied indirectly, obtusely or on purpose. No model
releases have been asked for or obtained from anyone victimized digitally. All copyrighted material was copied
right. This publication claims no endorsement from any government agency, Pizza Hut, Mariott Hotels, Buca di Beppo, Jack
Daniels Distillery, Café del Sol, the distillers of American Military Brandy, Toys-R-Us, Victoria’s Secret, Nabisco Fish Crackers,
Pepperidge Farms, the Pepsi-Cola Company, Bubba O’Malley’s Wild Irish Inn or Boudro’s Texas Bistro.
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U.S.S Navasota (AO-106) Vietnam
In support of the 1st & 3 Marine Divisions
Past President - 1st Marine Division Association Bodfish Chapter
By a loving comrade and fishing buddy
-Dale Turner It is not easy to write about someone who was as close as a brother to you without getting emotional. But the fact is, I lost a close friend and
fishing buddy on January 13, 2011, Michael Thomas Enos.
Many of you knew him as Squidley a fun loving fellow who made every event he attended a joy to be at whether a Marine function, Clamper
trip or a fishing/camping trip. Mike joined the Navy on August 12, 1963 after graduating from High School. He did his Boot Camp at the Naval
Training Center, San Diego. He completed several Naval Training Courses prior to and during his tour of duty. He served on the U.S.S. Navasota as an Electricians Mate (EM2). He did several West Pac deployments and spent time in the south China Sea off the coast of Vietnam.
During one West Pac tour he met his wife Jane in the Philippines. They eventually married and upon completion of his service settled down in
Northern California. Mike and Jane raised two daughters, Angie and Becky. He is survived by his wife, two daughters and two grandsons. I
want Jane and the family to know how much he loved them. I loved him like a brother and will truly miss him.
Enough already! Mike knew I would write something in the Newsletter and he made me promise to keep it up beat and not make everyone
sad and reaching for a tissue. Here it is.
Mike “Squidley” was trained by the Navy, but he was influenced by Marines”. He loved the Marine Corps and 1st Marine Division Association and especially all the “Jar Heads” he met. His love for his fellow servicemen and women was unmatched by most. Some ask,” How did a
“Blue Water” sailor assigned to a refueling/supply ship get into the FMDA. He wasn’t a Corpsman. Just how did he qualify?”
The fact is, up until January 13, 2011 there were two Blue Water Sailors in the FMDA. One served aboard a Submarine in support of 1st
Recon by transporting the Marines to their area of operations. And the other was Squidley who was an Electricians Mate aboard a refueling/
supply ship. Just how did he qualify for FMDA membership.
Well, it is like this. While sailing off the coast of Vietnam, in the South China Sea, with the U.S Seventh Fleet one of Squidley’s ancillary
duties was maintaining and distributing VD films to the 1st and 3rd Marine Divisions in Vietnam. I would venture to say that the distribution of
those films probably did more to save the lives and good health of more Marines than that blue water sailor in the submarine did. Now, that’s
direct support. And that’s how Squidley qualified to become a proud member of the FMDA.
Bodfish Past President Glenn Denton, MGySgt, Ret. paved the way to Squidley’s future with the FMDA by introducing him to the Bodfish
Chapter. There he soon became influenced by the Marines their spirit and love God Country and Corps. In 2002 Mike thought it was time to
take the full spirit of the Bodfish Chapter and share it with all at the FMDA Annual Reunions. The Bodfish Hospitality Room soon became the
place to be and hang out, leaving all the political BS outside the door and enjoying time with fellow Marines, Corpsman and friends. Some of
Mikes treasured moments were spent in the Bodfish Saloon at the Bodfish Campouts . He really liked the annual FMDA Reunions. There he
could really show folks what the Bodfish Chapter was all about, having fun. He would often recall the Bodfish good times we had in Palm
Springs, Kansas City, Denver, Philadelphia, Nashville, Anaheim and San Antonio. Although Mike would admit that some reunions were better
than others he could not say which one he liked the best. I would say that perhaps it was that Mike’s best FMDA Reunion was in fact the one he
was attending at the time. He loved them all.
Mike’s proudest moment came in 2009 when he was elected Bodfish Chapter President. I must say, he was the most rambunctious President
we have ever had. His mind was always going 110 MPH thinking of ways to get more members into the Bodfish Hospitality Room. Dreaming
up new Bodfish Covers, patches, pins and even a spinning wheel. What a great guy he was. He will truly be missed by all who had the pleasure
of knowing him.
Mike came to me the other night in a dream. He told me that all is well in Heaven and it is true the streets are well guarded by United States
Marines. He went on to say that upon arrival he was informed by Saint Peter that he would be in charge of the “Big Bodfish Saloon in the
Sky”. He then said” Hey Buddy, Let everyone know , I’m with my Marine buddies, no Guard Duty, and tell HU Campbell that “Recon Lou”
saved me a lower bunk. It can’t be any better than that… Semper Fi and Bodfish Forever”.
P.S.
It was Mike’s wishes not to have a funeral or memorial service. He just wanted to fade away and leave everyone with
good thoughtsof the fun times we all shared.. Mike was laid to rest on Thursday, January 20th near his Mom and Dad in a cemetery
off of Highway 88in California’s Gold Country. The immediate family was in attendance for a small graveside good-bye .
On Saturday, 12 February 2011 a Memorial Service will be held at the Bodfish Campout. It is important that I tell you that Mike knew
that this was going to happen. We agreed that there would be no mourning and carrying on. If you would like to speak at the Bodfish
Memorial Service there is only one rule. You must agree to share a funny or amusing Squidley tale No sad stuff ! We all loved him.

Reflections is grateful to Dale Turner, Editor of The Semper Fi News, for permission to publish an extract from his tribute to “Sir Squidley”.
It is difficult, to say the least, to share the mind of a parting brother as you hold his hand. Mike (The Squid) is smiling, and those he has left
behind should also smile…..after all…..the annual Reunion was his arena and final reunion with him is not that far away for many of us.
BTW Mike, check for a short sheet on the lower bunk, buddy……..Lou Mayers was a notorious prankster.
HU
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SQUIDLEY

NOT EVERYONE CAN BE A MARINE
SO THE SAYING GOES
THEN THERE ARE FOLKS WHO REALLY WANT TO TRY
WHY? NOBODY KNOWS
WE CALLED HIM SQUIDLEY TO HIS FACE
MIKE ENOS WAS HIS NAME
A NAVY MAN WHO SERVED US WELL
IN NAM' HE HAD NO SHAME
THE THINGS HE DID WOULD MAKE ONE PROUD
WHEN IT CAME TO HIS BELOVED CORPS
HE'D HELP OUT ANYONE WHO'D ASK
HE'D EVEN SWEEP THE FLOOR
WHEN WE HEARD HE HAD CANCER
IT HIT LIKE A TON OF BRICKS
WHY SHOULD SOMEONE AS GOOD AS GOLD
HAVE TO SUFFER THESE HARD LICKS
WE GOT THE NEWS THAT BROUGHT US GRIEF
SQUIDLEY HAD PASSED AWAY
WE'RE NOT ASHAMED TELL YOU FOLKS
TEARS FELL, WE PRAYED FOR HIS SOUL TODAY
NO LONGER WILL HE FEEL THE PAIN
THE BURN BENEATH HIS SKIN
HE'S HEADED FOR A BETTER LAND
WE'LL MISS THAT AWESOME GRIN
SQUIDLEY IS NOW ON HIGH
HE'LL WON'T SUFFER ANYMORE
WHEN HE GETS TO THE PEARLY GATES
HE'LL SAY" I WANT TO SERVE THE CORPS"
ST PETER SENT HIM DOWN THE HALL
WHERE CHESTY PULLER AND BASILONE RESIDE
SQUIDLEY GOT HIS DYING WISH
TO BE BY HIS HERO'S SIDE
HE'S NOW A UNITED STATES MARINE
AN HONOR FOR HIM ALONE
NO SAILOR EVER RECEIVED THIS GRACE
HE'S FINALLY MADE IT HOME
Archie Curtis
1997654 USMC
01/14/11
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